






But the question in the spotlight has been left unanswered yet. 
Humans from H. G. Wells to Albert Einstein to Bill & Ted have been 
fascinated by time travel - some drawn to it like moths to a flame. 
Time travelling is precluded by the laws of physics. Physics makes our 1 

life convenient but more often than not, ends up killing the unicorn. 
lif you have taken our side, then you are spoilt with a wide array of 
time travelling devices. Is it the traditionally upholding Tardis or is it the 
suffocating small phone booth. Then there is The Time machine which 
looks more like a swamp boat mixed with a Santa Claus sleigh. With 
the principle of evolution upholding in nature, then came the remote 
control using which you can forward or rewind at a buttons push! The 1 

recent gaming revolution lead to a new means of travel for the gaming 
freaks. It is portal which allows us to teleport with a help of a simple 
hand held device that can create inter spatial portals between two flat 
planes. The whole concept took a quantum leap quite. By taking the 
leap you will effectively be replacing someone else as you take their 
place in time and send that person to your place and wait as you live 
their lives and attempt to right any wrongs. Your adventures may lead 
you directly responsible for historical events like helping with the crea
tion of the Twist or helping a Kurt Cobain pen down a song before it 
even occurs to him! But it should also be realized that you should be 
good in the sports that are useful for time travelling like running, biath
lon and hide and go seek as your chances of meeting your doppel
ganger decrease appreciably! 
Even though there is no logical explanation on how time travel is pos
sible, we have a venerated history of time travellers. There are people 
right from scientists , serial killers and half humans who are breaking 
the threshold of limits of physics to do the needful. There are always 
these larger than human figures that challenge the natural laws and 
succeeding in saving the world and become heroes. Then there are 
those who in the search of romantic interludes and in the hope of re
living those special moments indulge in time travel. 
So Sleep tight! Tomorrow, if the machines rise against us, few or none 
of them will be sexbots. 

"For centuries, man believed that the sun revqlves 
around the earth. Centuries later, he still thinks ,that 
time can only move clockwise."- Robert Brault 














